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IHTROGDUCTIQN 

Tho physical properties of rock formations encountered vhen 

drilling oil veils undergo a narked change vhon samples of the rock 

are removed from their original location deep in the earth and are 

studied In the laboratory under atmospheric conditions* In general, 

the rock vill support more load before fracture vhlle in place in 

the earth than vhen tested under atmospheric conditions. Previous 

investigations of rock deformation have indicated that high hydro¬ 

static confining pressure has a marked influence on the strength af 

rack. An examination of the conditions existing in an oil veil bore 

hale vill show that a hydrostatic stress of some magnitude exists in 

the rock at the bottom of the hole. 

The mechanics of drilling holes in the earth require that the 

subsurface rock formations be fractured in some manner to farm small 

chips vhlch can be raised to the surface. A cutting tool designed 

to drill rock may perform its function quite veil under atmospheric 

conditions but may form rock chips so alotrly under deep hole drilling 

conditions as to make its use uneconomical. An understanding of this 

observed change in behavior of rock when subjected to hydrostatic 

pressure should permit more precise design of rock drilling tods and 

provide a basis for more accurate correlation af field end laboratory 

drilling results. 

<1 M |l *5 £ 
Previous studies of rock deformation by Adams,11 Griggs, 

•lumbers denote items in the Bibliography on Page 56 
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Handin® end others have Indicated that rock becomes much stronger 

vhen subjected to hydrostatic pressure end differential loading* 

Hot only was an increase in strength above that shown at 

atmospheric pressure noted, but it was found that rocks which 
! i 

normally behave in a brittle fashion assume the properties of a 

ductile material vhen tested under high confining pressure* This 

work has been very helpful to the geologist in obtaining an under¬ 

standing of phenomena which occur at great depths in the earth’B 

crust* 

The existing knowledge of rock behavior under hydrostatic 

pressure end differential loading is almost all in the range of 

very high confining pressure—most of the data having been obtained 

at pressures of 10,000 to 100,000 atmospheres. Those pressures are 

much higher than those which are presently encountered in oil well 

drilling operations; Indeed, they are much higher than can ever be 

anticipated in such operations. It therefore appears desirable to 

examine the strength properties of rock in a range of much lower 

confining pressure end to determine if the changes which have been 

noted at high pressure also occur to a leaser degree at lover pressures* 

It is the author’s purpose to describe the design, instrumen¬ 

tation and calibration of equipment suitable far conducting strength 

tests on rock subjected to loading simulating the conditions that occur 

at the bottom of a deep bore hole* The range of confining pressure of 

the equipment will be much lower then that used by other recent inves¬ 

tigators* This lover pressure range permits acme simplification of 



design and technique. Results of preliminary test vork on rock 

samples using this apparatus viU he presented. 



DISCUSSION OF OIL KELL BR1ELIBS TECHBIftUB 

M examination off the pertinent equipment and technique for 

drilling oil veils vill aid in the study of the conditicms existing 

at the bottom of a deep bore hole. Consideration of the actual state 

of stress existing on the rock interface being drilled several thousand 

feet below the surface is necessary in order to establish the specifi¬ 

cations for the test equipment. The degree of approximation used in 

establishing equipment specifications vill be apparent if comparison 

is made with the actual field conditions. 

Figure 1* la a diagrammatic sketch of the components of a 

rotary drilling rig which are important in the understanding of the 

bottom hole stress situation. The rig consists basically of a cutting 

tod known as a rock bit, a long drill string of tubular members which 

couples the bit with a rotating drive on the surface and a fluid circu¬ 

lating system which pumps fluid down the drill stem end back up the 

annular space between the drill stem and the wall of the hole. 

A typical rock bit la shown in Figure 8. The bit consists of 

three rotating canes mounted an bearings which arc an integral part of 

a suitable body* The surfaces of the cones are machined in such a 

manner as to present wedge shaped teeth to the bottom of the hole being 

drilled. Khan the bit is rotated with the canes on bottom, the cases 

rotate about the bearing axes. This rolling action of the cones 

♦Illustrations are arranged in sequence beginning an Page 57* 
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continually brings different teeth on the cane surface into contact 

vith the bottom. The tooth arrangement is chosen so that the bit 

does not develop a rock goer an bottom which vould prevent further 

progress. 

The drill string vhich couples tbs bit to rotating equipment 

on the surface consists of three types of tubular members. The 

majority of the string is made up of relatively light tubular members 

called drill pipe. The drill pipe sections are usually approximately 

30 feet long and have threaded connectors known as tool Joints 

permanently attached to each end. The toed. Joints make it possible 

to couple any number of the drill pipe sections together to form a 

string of the required length. 

The lover sections of the drill string immediately above the 

bit are heavy thick vailed tubes called drill collars. The drill 

collars are approximately 30 to 40 feet long and have ends vhich are 

threaded so that they may be coupled together to form a long string. 

The upper end of the drill collar string is attached to the lowest 

drill pipe section vhllo the lover end is attached to the bit. The 

drill collars supply the necessary weight on the bit to crush or 

penetrate and tear the rock under the rock bit teeth aa the cones roll 

on bottom. It is customary to use enough of these heavy rigid drill 

collars so that the necessary tooth load can be maintained an the bit 

to fracture the rock vhile all of the relatively limber drill pipe 

sections are in tension. 

The uppermost section of the drill stem is the so-called "kelly." 



The telly is a tubular member, usually 40 feet long, vith suitable 

projections or flats on Its outside surface so that it may be 

rotated about Its longitudinal axis vhlle remaining free to translate 

along this same axis, it slides through a mating hole In the rotary 

table vhlch supplies the required torque to rotate the drill string 

and the bit. 

It la necessary to have some system for removing the rock 

chips which are produced by the rock bit teeth from the bottom of the 

hale* If the chips were allowed to remain around the bit, they would 

soon collect in such volume that further progress would be impeded. 

In any case, the bit would be forced to do unnecessary work in recut¬ 

ting the chips into smaller and smaller pieces. The loose rock 

fraeasnts are removed by circulating a fluid down through the drill 

string in sufficient volume so Hint the chips are picked up by the 

high velocity fluid and carried up the annulus between the drill 

string and the wall of the hole to the surface. A number of types of 

fluids are used for this purpose. These Include compressed air or 

natural gas, water end heavy muds. Each of these fluids has its own 

special field of application but the most common circulating media 

by far are water or mud. 

The tern “mud" needs sene clarification. Oil field muds 

usually consist of water or oil emulsion base fluids with carefully 

controlled solid additives which impart certain desirable properties 

to the fluid. One of these properties is additional weight which is 

necessary to control high gets pressures which nay be encountered 
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when drilling through gas producing strata. The weight of the said is 

adjusted so that the hydrostatic head at tho gas zone is greater than 

the gss pressure. This prevents the combustible gas from rising to 

the surface during drilling operations end creating a safety hazard. 

Assuming that either eater or raid is circulated to remove the 

cuttings, It is seen that the long fluid column in the hole exerts a 

hydrostatic pressure on the surface of the rock being drilled* 

Considering a 10,000 foot hole in vhlch ester is used as the circulat¬ 

ing fluid, calculation vill show that the hydrostatic head an the 

bottom is approximately 4,b00 psi. It ie not at all uncommon to drill 

oil veils to a depth of 15,000 feet and use mud weighing twice as much 

as eater as the circulating fluid* These conditions would result in a 

hydrostatic pressure on "bottom of approximately 13,000 psi. 



MALYSI3 OF THE STRESSES Iff A BORE HOLE 

Figure 3 Is a sketch of the approximate stress conditions in 

a deep bore hole resulting from the weight of the earth end the 

hydrostatic head of the fluid column In the hole. It Is generally 

accepted that the average weight of the earth's crust will produce 

a hydrostatic stress of about one psl per foot of depth. This 

results in a stress In a homogenous Isotropic rock at seme distance 

d feet below the surface and well-removed from any stress raising 

discontinuity which is numerically equal to d In all directions. 

Assuming water is used as the circulating fluid, the hydrostatic head 

at any depth d In the hole la equal to approximately one half d. 

An application of Laos's^ solution far the stresses In a thick 

vailed cylinder subjected to internal and external pressure will give 

two of tbs three principal stresses at the wall of the hole. Lame's 

solution may be written 

SR 

where % =» radial stress at inner radius 

Sr <* tangential stress at Inner radius 

Pi =* internal pressure 

P2 «* external pressure 

a « inner radius 

b - outer radius 
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The radial stress is equal to the internal pressure which in 

this cose ie the hydrostatic head of the fluid. The numerical value 

of this stress is J| end it is compressive. If the outside radius h 

is permitted to Increase without limit, it will he found from the 

second equation that the tangential stress is also compressive and 

Is equal to . If it is assumed that the column of fluid offers 

no constraint to vertical deflection of a point on the wall of the 

hole, the vertical stress will he equal to d—the weight of the earth 

above the point under consideration. 

A different stress condition exists on the bottom of the hole 

at a depth D. At a point well-removed Aram the comers of the hole, 

the plane of the bottom may be considered as one boundary of a eemi- 

inflnite solid. To find the stresses existing at the plena boundary 

of this semi-infinite solid it will he necessary to superpose the 

stresses resulting from two loading systems which combine to give the 

actual loading on the domain. 

First, consider ea infinite solid In which a hydrostatic stress 

numerically equal to -D exists at all points. This is the condition 

of the rock at a depth D feet below the surface of the earth before a 

hole la drilled. After, a hole is drilled into this domain, the stress 

condition will be unchanged If a uniformly distributed compressive 

loading of D is placed on the boundaries of the hole. Since only the 

bottom of the hole is of interest at present, it is seen that the plane 

of the bottom may be considered as one boundary of a seal-infinite 

solid with a uniform compressive loading equal to D on the plane 



boundary* A hydrostatic stress of -D exists at all points vithin the 

boundary. 

The actual loading cot the surface of the bottom of the hole Is 

due to the Height of the fluid column end Is numerically equal to ~ * 

It Is necessary to add another solution to that obtained above so 

that the sum of the two loading terms duplicates the actual conditions. 

This requirement indicates that the second solution should be that of 

a somi-infinite solid vith a uniformly distributed compressive load 

of E - D an the plane boundary. 
2 

Timoshenko and Goodier^ list the solution far the stress In a 

semi-Infinite solid with a distributed load over a circular portion 

of the plane boundary. The stress at the center of the load circle 

on the boundary Is given by 

Sjr » - q. 

and 3* m By « _ q .(iLjLfjy&i.). 
4C 

vhere Sg » vertical component of stress 

3^, EL » normal components of stress 

* In the horizontal plane 

q ■ compressive load per unit area 
In the load circle 

M » Poisson's ratio 

Hi the present case g ■ | • B. Poisson's ratio far the various rocks 

vhich might he encountered Is not known. Poisson's ratio must alvays 

be between zero and 0.5 so an assumed value af/c «* 0.3 should be 

reasonable. Substituting these values In the above equations gives 
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and % « By m - 0.8 • *>) *» 0.8 (|) 

If the two solutions for the stress in a semi-infinite solid 

ere added, the compressive loading on the plane boundary becomes j| « 

This is the desired loading situation* The stresses which result 

are 

Sg*» -» + !«-§ 

end % * Sy - - » + 0.8(f) « - 1.2 (§) 

Zt is seen that in a deep bore hole filled with fluid the 

vertical component of stress at the center of the bottom is equal to 

the hydrostatic pressure on the bottom and is compressive. Each of 

the principal stresses in the plane of the bottom la compressive end 

is equal to 1*2 tinea the hydrostatic head* 

The preceding remarks axe a simplification of the actual stress 

condition on the bottom of a bare hole. The effect of discontinuity 

stresses resulting from the intersection of the bottom and wall of the 

hole has been completely l&iared. Zt is quite probable that the actual 

stress condition will he modified considerably by this discontinuity. 

The complete solution would be quite complicated and the author knows 

of no analysis of the problem which Includes this factor. The bottom 

of the hole in drilling operations is not a plane but consists of many 

small depressions and ridges formed by the rock bit teeth. Zt is be¬ 

lieved, however, that the foregoing analysis la sufficient justification 

for the assumption that the state of stress of the rook at the canter of 

the bottom of a deep bore hole filled with fluid is of approximate 

hydrostatic character. 



GENERAL 35QKEPKBKT SPECIFICA!PIOS?3 

Consideration of the stresses an the bottom of a bore hole 

Indicates that equipment for conducting strength tests csa rock 

ixoder conditions slaller to those at the bottom of a deep bore hole 

should have certain general specifications. The basic requirements 

for the apparatus trill he stated briefly. Design specifications 

vill be considered In detail In the section on design of equipment 

The apparatus should he capable of generating and maintaining 

hydrostatic pressures around the specimen of the magnitude encountered 

in drilling operations. It should be possible to apply a differential 

compressive or tensile load an the specimen In addition to the hydro¬ 

static pressure. The differential load should be of sufficient 

magnitude to produce major failure of the specimen. The loading system 

should he arranged so that specimen deflection does not change the con¬ 

fining pressure* 

The specimen size should receive careful consideration. A small 

specimen vill permit compact equipment design* It is desirable to be 

able to machine several specimens from small rock samples end to keep 

the cost of this machining to a minimum. 

Instrumentation should be provided BO as to permit measurement 

of hydrostatic pressure, differential load and specimen deflection. 

With this information, stress-strain curves for rock under hydrostatic 

pressure may be plotted and compared with results of tests at 

atmospheric pressure. 



She general arrangement of the eduljnant should he such that 

access to the specimen is convenient. An effort should he made to 

insure that all expendable parts may he easily replaced. Operation 

should he simple and instrumentation should he arranged so as to 

permit rapid accurate reading. 



EHEYI0U3 nraEggmmoBis OF BOCK BEHAVICB 

Studies of the behavior of rock under the influence of hydro¬ 

static pressure and differential loading ere of comparatively recent 

date* A search of the literature indicated that probably the first 

laboratory examination of the properties of rock under approximately 

hydrostatic conditions was that of Mams* vho in 1901 published 

qualitative results of coopresslan tests on rock under tri-axial 

loading* Van Sarmeh,^ 1911, and Boksr,2 1915, published quantitative 

results of strength tests on marble under high confining pressure* 

She study of rock behavior was apparently neglected for a 

number of years following this pioneer work. She field of high 

pressure experimentation, however, vaa not completely danaant. 

Bridgeman? Investigated the behavior of a number of ductile materials 

under extremely high pressure and made many important contributions 

to high pressure experimental technique and equipment design* 

In 1936 Griggs** published the first of a series of reports an 

his study of rock deformation under high confining pressure* The vork 

of Griggs has been the most important single contribution to the under¬ 

standing of rock behavior under high hydrostatic pressure to date* hot 

only have his experimental results been the most comprehensive available 

but he has made important refinements in high pressure equipment design* 

Many other investigators have considered the problem of rock 
a 

behavior under pressure. Handin° has reported on the design of equip¬ 

ment and preliminary tests on rook in vhlch the temperature as veil as 
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the pressure has teen varied. HSndln's report an this vork contains 

a fairly comprehensive bibliography on high pressure technique and 

results. 

Early Experimental Methods end Results 

A more detailed survey of the technique of seme of the earlier 

tests an rock under high confining pressure vill give an insight into 

the methods vhlch have been found useful. A brief discussion of the 

outcome of such tests vill outline the rather surprising results vhlch 

are obtained in investigations of rook behavior under high pressure 

and vill Indicate shat might be expected at the lower pressures vhlch 

the author proposes to investigate. 

1 
The apparatus used by Adams was quite simple. Small marble 

cylinders were subjected to approximately hydrostatic pressure and 

axial compressive loading as shown in Figure A tight fitting steel 

cylinder J was placed around the specimen end a compressive load was 

applied to the ends of the sample of rock S by tbs load members L. 

In order to deform the specimen, it was necessary to deform the steel 

cylinder. The resistance of the steel Jacket to deformation induced 

a confining pressure on the surfaces of the specimen of approximately 

hydrostatic character in addition to the differential compressive load. 

Only qualitative results were possible with this simple appara¬ 

tus. It was not possible to measure or predict the exact confining 

pressure on the specimen. At the start of the test the pressure was 

sensibly zero. As a compressive load was added to the ends of the 
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sample, the confining pressure vould increase but not necessarily in 

a linear fashion. It vas therefore impossible to conduct tests at 

constant pressure* Pressure depended an the deformation of the 

Jacket and cn the friction between the Jacket end the specimen. This 

method of inducing pressure had another serious disadvantage in that 

major shear or tension failures vore prevented by the steel Jacket 

supporting the specimen. 

She disadvantages of the equipment notwithstanding, Adams vas 

able to show that the physical properties of marble ere different un¬ 

der high pressure from those observed at atmospheric pressure. It 

vas found that marble, which exhibits the properties of a brittle 

material* when tested in compression at atmospheric pressure behaved 

in a ductile fashion vhsn tested under pressure with superimposed 

compressive loading an one axis. 

Von Human? made the first tri-axial strength test on rock: in 

which the confining pressure vas truly hydrostatic. Small Jacketed 

marble and sandstone cylinders were placed in a chamber containing a 

liquid under pressure. A differential compressive load vas then 

applied to the end faces of the cylinders* Boker^ studied the 

deformation of marble samples when the axial stress vas made less 

than the surrounding hydrostatic pressure, the equivalent of tensile 

*A brittle material is defined as a material which fractures 
before entering the region of plastic deformation. It vould bo more 
precise to speak of a brittle, fracture since a material which 
fractures in a brittle manner under one set of conditions may have 
all of the properties of a ductile material under another set of 
conditions. 



tests under atmospheric conditions. 

The results of these tvo investigations verified the earlier 

qualitative observations of Mams* Accurate stress-strain curves 

were obtained vhlch established that under high confining pressure 

the marble samples exhibited the properties of a ductile material. 

Under pressure the marble specimen had a veil-defined yield point, 

fork hardened and recovered after deformation similar to metals. 

Van Karmen also noted that the angle between the differential load 

axis and the planes of shear failure increased from 270 to 3&°30' 

vhen the confining pressure vaa Increased from atmospheric to 68i? 

atmospheres. 

Becent Experimental Methods 

The equipment used by Griggs** in his early experiments up to 

13,000 atmospheres hydrostatic pressure is shown schematically in 

Figure 5* The apparatus consisted of a pressure vessel B vith a 

cavity in vhlch the specimen S vas placed—its lower end supported 

by a shoulder in the vessel. The specimen vas surrounded by a 

suitable fluid K, In this case kerosene, vhlch transmitted the 
hydrostatic pressure to the sample. Yoked pistons of the same 

diameter entered the pressure vessel from each end cm the specimen 

axis. The lover piston P£ could be advanced into the vessel B by 

the action of a gall hydraulic press H.P. vhile the upper piston 

Pi vas held stationary* The relative motion of the tvo pistons 

compressed the fluid in the test chamber and produced a hydrostatic 
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environment around the specimen. The upper piston rested on a toll 

and socket force equalizer which was in contact with the top end of 

the specimen. 

After the pressure within the chamber was increased to the 

desired value the relation of the lower piston with respect to the 

upper piston was maintained by closing a valve on the small press. 

Differential load was applied by advancing the upper platen into 

the chamber by the action of a large hydraulic press. Since the two 

pistons were yoked together by I, the lower piston was withdrawn 

from the chamber the same distance as the upper platan was advanced 

into the chamber. This arrangement resulted in a constant hydro¬ 

static pressure within the chamber even though the deflection of the 

specimen was permitted to become large. 

In high pressure work in which a. fluid is employed to generate 

and transmit the pressure, leakage is always a problem. Special 

consideration must be given to the problem of eliminating leakage or 

seducing it to a reasonable amount. Griggs used a conventional 

Bridesman? packing of. the unsupported area type an the lover piston 

to seal against leakage. The upper piston end access opening were 

sealed by a new ring packing of the earns general type which sealed 

both openings simultaneously. 

This early apparatus, as described, was suitable for conducting 

compression tests only. In order to make tensile tests, a double yoke 

specimen holder was built to convert the compressive load to a tensile 

load an a specimen with shoulders at its ends. The size of the specimen 
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used far compressive teste was l/2 Inch diameter and one inch long* 

The tenaile specimens vere somewhat longer to allow for & cylindrical 

test section of about the sene length between the shoulders. On very 

strong rocks the specimen siso was reduced to stay within the capacity 

of the main press* No attempts were made to Jacket the specimen to 

prevent influx of the fluid Into the pares of the rock* 

Instrumentation of the equipment covered three major variables. 

The hydrostatic pressure surrounding the specimen was determined by 

measuring the change in resistance of a coll of mangpnin wire exposed 

to the fluid and was checked by a pressure gage an the small press. 

Differential load was read from the gage on the main press. Specimen 

deflection was measured by a dial gage which indicated the travel of 

the upper piston with respect to the test chamber. Suitable correc¬ 

tion was made in the deflection readings to account for the deflection 

of the piston and test chamber* 

Griggs' early technique for tensile teats loft something to be 

desired. The specimen which he used was quite similar to that used in 

conventional tests on ductile materials. When attempts are made to 

adapt this specimen configuration to a brittle material, fracture is 

almost certain to occur at the Juncture of the teat section end the 

shoulder. Sven though the fillet at this Intersection is made quite 

large, the stress concentration effect of the change in section le 

almost certain to cause failure at the Junction. The effect could be 

minimised but it is doubtful if it could be eliminated. An additional 

disadvantage is inherent in the conventional specimen. It is 
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considerably mare expensive to prepare a specimen of this shape than 

a simple cylindrical specimen* 

A simple solution of the problem of tensile tests on brittle 

materials under pressure vas suggested by Brtdgeman? based on hie 

observation of the so-called "pinchlng-off" effect. Bridgemen noted 

that rods of glass or other brittle materials could be made to suffer 

a tensile failure across a plane on vhich there vas no component of 

stress. Bods of glass sere passed completely through a pressure 

vessel with the ends emerging to the atmosphere through stuffing boxes. 

If the pressure within the vessel was raised to a high enough value, 

the rod fractured somewhere within the pressure vessel on a plane 

normal to the axis of the rod. 

An application of this observed phenomenon provides a conven¬ 

ient solution of the problem of tensile teste under pressure. It Is 

possible to use the same specimen configuration and the same apparatus 

as that used far compressive tests to Induce tensile stresses up to 

the magnitude of the confining hydrostatic pressure. The only addi¬ 

tional requirement is that Jacketing be provided to seal the interface 

between the specimen and the loading members contacting the specimen 

eo that the fluid cannot enter this area* A thin copper sheath which 

covers the specimen end the ends of the loading members, and is sealed 

an these members eo that fluid cannot enter at the ends of the sheath, 

serves quite well. To Induce tension across a plane normal to the 

axis of the specimen the load members, or "pull pieces," ere moved 

apart. This reduces the compressive load across the normal plane and 
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produces the sene effect as a tensile load. 

Modification of the specimen permits the extension of this 

system to give tensile stresses greater than the confining pressure. 

By necking down the central portion of the specimen vith a large 

radius, tensile stresses of a magnitude several times that of the 

confining pressure may he secured. There are practical limitations 

to this system of Increasing the tensile stress hut it does enlarge 

the usefulness of the testing technique* 

The tensile test procedure proposed by Bridgeman requires the 

presence of a hydrostatic pressure of some magnitude to induce the 

desired stress. The specimen dimensions necessary to conduct tensile 

tests at extremely low pressures would he ridiculous. At atmospheric 

pressure it is necessary to use the conventional specimen vith 

shoulders to apply tensile load. 

This scheme of tensile testing was used hy Griggs and Miller10 

in a later apparatus which -was a refinement of the earlier design of 

Griggs. Basic arrangement was similar to that of the early equipment. 

The specimen else remained as before hut the loading members were 

changed to permit jacketing of the specimen. This allows tensile 

testa as well as compressive tests to he made with the rock protected 

from the confining fluid. The upper ring packing of the original 

design was replaced hy a special packing which employed a small 

auxiliary pump to develop the necessary pressure on the packing to 

reduce leakage hut which could he controlled so os not to apply 

excessive farce which would Increase friction. Instrumentation was 



Improved. The manganln pressure gaga was retained tut inproved 

measuring end recording equipment vaa added* The dial gage for 

deflection measurement vaa coupled to a one turn potentiometer whose 

output was recorded electrically. Differential load was determined 

by measuring the deflection of a steel ring above the load platan by 

means of a strain gags, the output of which vaa recorded. 

Handin® has recently designed and constructed equipment for 

conducting strength test on rock under confining pressures up to 

10,000 atmospheres end temperatures to bOO degrees C. The most 

notable Innovation in this design is the use of a separate pressure 

generation system which employs a gear pump and an lntenslfler. 

Suitable control is provided on the pump side of the lntenslfler so 

that essentially constant hydrostatic pressure Is maintained In the 

test chandler while the specimen is deformed. Packing follows the 

principles employed by Griggs in his later equipment as does 

Instrumentation. 

Recent Experimental Result a 

Using his early apparatus, Griggs^ conducted a number of com¬ 

pression tests an marble and limestone samples exposed to fluid at 

confining pressures up to 10,000 atmospheres. The results of these 

tests added further proof that normally brittle rocks assume the 

properties of a ductile material when tested under pressure. It was 

also noted that a considerable Increase In ultimate strength is 

obtained under these conditions and that the elastic limit Is raised 
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Figure 6 ia a reproduction of the stress-strain curves obtained 

by Griggs in his testa on Yule marble. Each curve on the diagram 

represents one complete experiment on an individual specimen at the 

confining pressure indicated adjacent to the curve. Examination of 

the stress-strain curve obtained at atmospheric pressure shows that no 

definite yield occurred before failure. This is characteristic far 

brittle materials. As the confining pressure was increased, the marble 

began to show a very definite yield point after which it entered the 

region of plastic deformation. In the plastic region at high confining 

pressures the marble apparently work hardened until it reached its 

ultimate strength. At high pressures the marble had all of the 

characteristics of a ductile material. 

The curves of Figure 7 illustrate the increase in ultimate 

strength which occurred in compression tests on Yule marble anft 

Solenhofen limestone at various confining pressures* Ultimate strength 

is plotted as a function of confining pressure in atmospheres. Each 

point on the curve represents the maximum differential stress supported 

by a specimen at the appropriate confining pressure. At 10,000 

atmospheres confining pressure the ultimate strength of the marble 

sample increased approximately 700 per cent over its value at atmospheric 

pressure. The ultimate strength of the limestone was approximately 600 

per cent greater at this pressure than at atmospheric pressure. Subse¬ 

quent tests on the same types of rock in which the specimen was Jacketed 

to prevent the fluid from entering the pores of the rock indicated the 

new ultimate strength under pressure could be Increased another 30 to 40 
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per cent above that obtained with an unjacketed specimen. 

Griggs and Miller,^® using the later apparatus, a series 

of compression and tension tests on Yule marble at 10,000 atmospheres 

confining pressure. In this group of tests all of tbs specimens were 

protected from the fluid by thin copper Jackets. The orientation of 

the calcite crystals of which the marble is composed was varied with 

respect to the differential stress axis. The marble has a definite 

preferred orientation and the samples were prepared so that the stress 

axis would either be parallel or perpendicular to the crystal axis. 

The results of one series of these tests are shown in Figure 8. 

The Q direction is parallel to the crystal axis and the B direction is 

perpendicular to the same axis. It is seen that crystal orientation 

has a definite effect on the stress-strain curve of the rock both in 

tension and compression. This is not particularly surprising, it is 

of considerable interest to note that the tensile curve of the normally 

brittle material is approximately the same as its compressive curve. 

This is a result which would not be anticipated* this rock when tested 

at atmospheric pressure is quite weak in tension as compared to its 

compressive strength. 

The results of recent tests by Bandin® an a variety of materials 

tested in tension at various confining pressures are reproduced in 

Figure 9* Differential stress is plotted as a function of strain. The 

confining pressure in atmospheres during the test is shown adjacent to 

the curves. All of the specimens were Jacketed. 

Of particular interest is the behavior of the beach sand sample. 
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Tho material was granular unconsolidated sand vhich under atmospheric 

conditions vould support no tensile load at all. However, under 2,000 

atmospheres confining pressure, it supported a substantial tensile load 

and showed many of the characteristics of a ductile material. An 

elongation of 20 per cent tree reported although the test vas not 

carried to failure. She specimen even began to neck down despite the 

improbability of transmitting a tensile force through loose and 

unconsolidated material. 



DESIGN OF EQ.U3BEHT 

The survey of the techniques employed in previous Investigations 

of rock defamation has outlined sane of the methods vhlch have been 

found to he useful. In the design of equipment for use in a lover 

pressure range, it is possible to utilise much of this previous know¬ 

ledge. Because of the lower pressures involved in the present 

investigation, seme simplification of design will he possible over that 

previously wed. Before proceeding to the actual design of the 

apparatus, it will he advisable to investigate the specifications vhlch 

are to he satisfied by the equipment* 

Detailed Specifications 

An apparatus for conducting strength teste on rock under condi¬ 

tions simulating those in en oil well bore hole must meet certain 

requirements. It is necessary to establish specifications for the 

range of confining pressure, typee of loading, range of loading, 

specimen configuration, measurements desired and general arrangement. 

In addition to these factors, consideration must be given to the 

adaptation of standard test equipment to this specialized investigation* 

These factors will be considered individually and specifications for 

the test apparatus will he established. 

Hydrostatic pressure range. The range of hydrostatic pressures 

to be expected an the bottom of an oil well bore hole were discussed 

briefly an Bags 8. The depths to which wells ere drilled and the mud 
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practices used in drilling determine the confining pressure range 

vhich should he investigated* Current drilling depths indicate that 

the most interesting range for exploration of rock properties vould 

he from 5,000 to 10,000 pel confining pressure. If the effects of 

pressure can he evaluated in this range, only slight extrapolation 

vould he necessary to extend the results to any expected practical 

set of conditions. It is also desirable that, Insofar as possible, 

the equipment he suitable for conducting tests under atmospheric 

pressure. The design should he based on a maximum expected pressure 

of 15,000 pal to place the varying range veil vithin the maximum 

pressure possible. 

Types of loading. In oil veil drilling operations, the 

differential load on the rock being drilled is applied by the rook 

hit teeth. This is a dynamic loading situation and the rock hit 

teeth act as penetrators. However, it is felt that an understanding 

of the static strength properties of rock under pressure must precede 

an investigation of the situation where dynamic differential loads 

are applied. The equipment should he designed to conduct static 

tests only. The differential load should be applied slowly so that 

any dynamic effects can he Ignored* Ho provisions will he made for 

conducting tests in vhich the differential load is applied by a 

penetratar. 

The apparatus should he capable of exerting either a compres¬ 

sive or tensile differential load on the specimen. Torsion tests 

i 
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viIX not be attempted. It vould be desirable to be able to conduct 

both types of tests on either jacketed or unjacketed specimens. Iheee 

requirements Introduce no unusual problems for compressive tests. 

Because of the difficulty in preparing conventional tensile specimens, 

it vill be advisable to apply Bridgsoan's "pinching-off" effect to 

obtain tensile stresses. This method of testing requires a Jacket on 

the specimen end miles out the possibility of tensile tests at 

atmospheric, pressure. 

Bangs of differential loading. The maximum differential load 
i 

vhich the apparatus should be able to apply to the specimen must be 

established in a more or less arbitrary manner. The behavior to be 

expected from rook in this comparatively lov pressure range has as 

yet received only brief treatment by previous investigators. It 

uould be desirable to examine a number of types of rock vhich have 

not been investigated at all* Specimen else also has an Influence 

an this specificatloa. The requirement vill be established that the 

equipment should be able to exert a differential compressive load 

equal to three times the yield strength of a mild steel specimen of 

the same else as the rock specimen. 

The application of the "pinching-off" effect to induce tensile 

stresses Imposes an additional restriction on the maximum tensile load 

possible* The maximum load possible vill be the product of the hydro¬ 

static pressure and the cross sectional area of the pun piece leaving 

the test chamber* This restriction vill not complicate the design but 
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it does limit the usefulness of the apparatus. 

Specimen also. The rock specimens to he tested will he machined 

from cares recovered from actual oil veil drilling operations. This 

limits the specimen diameter to something less than one inch since the 

cares are usually three to six inches in diameter. If a large specimen 

is used, the apparatus must he made larger hath in alee and capacity in 

order to accommodate it. A specimen diameter of l/2 inch vill he used. 

A specimen length of one inch Is indicated in order that major shear 

failures vill not he inhibited hy friction between the ends of the 

sample and the loading members. This length is short enough that 

buckling should not occur on compression teats. A specimen size of 

l/2 inch diameter and one inch long has been used hy practically all of 

the other investigators in this field. Therefore, it has the advantage 

that direct comparison of results is more feasible. The cylindrical 

configuration permits specimens to he prepared at a minimum cost and 

simplifies Jacketing. 

Measurements desired. Instrumentation should he provided vhich 

vill permit accurate measurement of hydrostatic pressure, differential 

load and specimen deflection. 

General arrangement. The apparatus should he as compact as 

possible end still perform its function. Full advantage should he 

taken of the simplifications permitted hy the relatively low pressure. 

The desiga should permit easy access to all replaceable seals and to 
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the specimen. The equipment should incorporate adequate safety factors 

to eliminate the possibility of accident. Operation should be 

convenient end all instruments should be chosen and arranged to permit 

rapid and accurate readings. 

Available test equipment. The basic requirements of the 

apparatus state that static tensile and compressive teste should be 

possible. This suggests that the equipment should be designed to fit 

Into a standard tensile testing machine. A 300,000 pound Baldwin 

tensile machine is available to the author, therefore, the apparatus 

should be designed to fit into this machine. 

Design of Pressure Vessel end loading Arrangement 

Figure 10 is a schematic diagram of the equipment designed by 

the author to permit strength tests an rock under confining pressures 

up to a maximum of 15,000 pal. The design chosen is essentially the 

earns aa that used by Griggs in his studies of rock deformation at much 

higher pressures. Simplification of the design was possible because of 

the lower pressure range to be investigated. Consideration was given 

to the problem of convenience of operation and access to the specimen 

end replaceable seals. The apparatus was designed to be compact, light 

end relatively inexpensive to construct. 

The rock specimen 3 is located in a cavity in a pressure vessel 

V end surrounded by a light hydraulic oil which is used as the pressure 

transmitting fluid. The specimen is l/S inch in diameter and cne inch 
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loasg* At each end of the specimen a replaceable soft steel slug Is 

used to protect the ends of the hardened load pieces from damage by 

the rock and to proride a transition frcm the relatively soft specimen 

to tbs load pieces so that there will he smaller discontinuity of 

deflection at the end faces of the specimen. The slug at the lover end 

of the specimen zests an a stop R vhlch is supported by a shoulder in 

the pressure vessel V* The slug at the upper end of the specimen is in 

contact vith the load piston Alignment of the specimen, stop, 

piston and slugs is maintained by thin soft brass sleeves, nob shown, 

vhlch slip over a portion of the taper an the two load pieces, the 

slugs and about l/6 inch of each end of the specimen. The entire 

specimen assembly is covered vith rubber tubing vhlch holds the 

assembly together as a unit far loading and unloading and provides 

isolation of the specimen from the hydraulic fluid. The tubing 

extends onto the cylindrical portion of the load pieces about l/8 

inch. If testa are desired in vhich the fluid has access to the 

specimen, the continuous rubber shield nay be replaced by tvo shorter 

sections vhich are only slightly longer than the brass sleeves. 

Pistons Pi and Pg are of the same diameter and are yoked 

together by three equally spaced tie rods Y. The piston Pg rests on 

a small commercial hydraulic Jack J vith a piston diameter of one 

inch and a maximum stroke of 5/8 inch. The jack is coupled to a 

hand operated hydraulic pump capable of developing a pressure of 

10,000 pal. A maximum force of 8,000 pounds is available from this 

arrangement. Operation of the pump vlll extend the jack and advance 
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the piston P2 into the oil filled pressure vessel V relative to piston 

Pi generating a hydrostatic pressure vithin the cavity in which the 

specimen is located. The stop R is drilled so that the hydraulic fluid 

has free access to the chamber containing the specimen from, the tore 

above piston Pg. Uhen the desired pressure is reached, a valve on the 

hydraulic pump is closed so that the relative position of pistons P^ 

and ?2 is maintained. The diameter of each pistcn is ll/l6 inch giving 

an area of O.37 square inches; therefore, a maximum pressure of 21,000 

psi is possible in the test chamber if the pump is operated at ite 

marl mum pressure* This is veil in excess of the desired working 

pressure of 10,000 psi. 

Differential compressive farce may be obtained on the specimen 

by advancing piston into the chamber. The stop R is restrained 

from moving down by a shoulder in the vessel and is prevented from 

moving up by a sleeve inside the test chamber. If P^ is withdrawn 

from the chamber while a confining pressure exists around the specimen, 

a tensile stress up to the magnitude of the confining pressure is 

induced by the "pinchlng-off" effect If the fluid is prevented from 

reaching the specimen or ends of the load pieces. Since pistons P^ 

and P2 wre yoked together, movement of produces an equal movement 

of Pg. The pistons have the same diameter, therefore, a constant 

confining pressure is maintained vithin the test cavity while the 

specimen deflects under load. 

The upper piston P^ enters the pressure vessel through an 

externally threaded plug T which permits access to the test cavity. 
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The platan and plug tore are sealed against leakage by an 1/8 Inch 
ri 

section. "0" ring fitted In a groove In the bore of the plug* She end 

of the plug has a cylindrical section an Its outside diameter vhich 

contacts a 3/16 inch section ”0" ring fitted in a groove In the bore 

of the pressure vessel. She loser platen is sealed by a l/8 Inch 

section "O'* ring vhich contacts the bare of the pressure vessel* All 

three of the "0” rings are made of 70 Duraneter Neoprene. 

The "O" ring seals are much simpler than the seals employed at 

higher pressures. Sane care is necessary In using "0" rings at such 

pressures. The pressure range of the apparatus is considerably above 

the maximum pressure recommended for the application of this type of 

seal. The clearances between the mating parts to be sealed were 

reduced as far as practical, averaging about .001 inch. These small 

clearances discourage extrusion of the ring Into the space between 

mating parts. Surface finish of the mating surfaces received careful 

attention to prevent tearing of the ring by imperfections in the 

contacting surfaces. All other details of the ”0" ring applications 

follow the manufacturers' recommendations for sealing applications at 

lower pressures. The seals have been quite successful. No 

perceptible leakage occurs while the equipment is In use. 

The pressure vessel is supported by three columns C vhich Join 

a flange an the lower end of the vessel to a loading plate Lg. The 

loading plate has an externally threaded projection on its lover end 

to permit its attachment to a standard tensile machine grip. During 

compression tests the plate Lg Is unnecessary since the lower ends of 
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the columns rest on an auxiliary support. A similar loading plate 

is attached to the upper end of yoke Y to provide for attachment of a 

tensile grip an this end* A hell socket is machined in the end of the 

projection on plate to permit compressive loads to he applied 

through a hall vhlch prevents accidental eccentric loading from 

introducing additional friction forces on the moving pistons. 

The bore of the test section in the pressure vessel 7 van 

selected to provide adequate clearances around the specimen for the 

hydrostatic fluid end give a relatively heavy nose on the access 

plug T* A portion of the plug section vas machined away to form a 

groove for the upper piston seal and it vas desirable to have this 

removable part rugged* A 1-5/3 loch bore vas selected for the 

pressure vessel. 

An application of Lame's^ solution far thick vailed cylinders 

aided in the choice of the outside diameter of the vessel* It is 

desirable, hut not absolutely necessary, that no yielding occurs in 

the vail of the test cavity* If considerable yielding were permitted, 

the sealing of the plug T would become a troublesome problem. The 

radial stress In the bore is equal to the confining pressure in the 

chamber. The tangential stress may he chosen anywhere between the 

radial stress and the yield point of the material from which the 

vessel is constructed. 

The material chosen for the pressure vessel vas S. A* S* 4l40 

steel. This steel has excellent wear properties, good machlnabllity 

and fair tensile strength when heat treated to 285 - 321 Brine 11 



Hardness Number, in the heat treated, condition a minimum tensile yield 

strength of 125,000 pal may he expected. If a working stress of 25,000 

pal is used, calculation will show the following: 

n. ~ Pi + &S) 
** — 

Pi 3 internal pressure 3 15,(XX) psi 

3^ 3 tangential stress at inner radius * 
25,000 psi 

a « inner radius « 0.813 inches 

b ® outer radius in inches 

Solving the above equation for b2 gives 

1*2 « a2 ( 3t + pi \ 
\ St - Pi / 

substituting 

and b *» 1.62 inches 2b » 3*2h inches 

The outside diameter actually used was 3-1/2 Inches. This is 

conservative because of the low design stress but since several radial 

holes were drilled, either part way or all the way through the section 

and safety is Involved, the heavier section was considered to be a 

logical choice. 

The two platens P^ and Pg and the support B were made from 

drill rod heat treated to 50 - 60 Rockwell Hc" resulting in a 

compressive yield strength of about 250,000 psi. The maximum differ¬ 

ential load to be used will not exceed 30,000 pounds. The pistons 

were made 0.688 inches in diameter resulting in a maximum compressive 

stress of 80,000 psi which is well below the yield of the material. 
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With hydrostatic pressure in the chamber the pistons vill alvays be In 

compression, even during tensile tests. The root of the "0" ring 

groove on the lover piston has a diameter of 7/16 Inch giving an area 

of O.15O square inches. The maximum load on this section vlU be the 

product of the piston area and the confining pressure. The resulting 

stress at the root of the groove is 47,000 pai. 

In the pressure range to be investigated, it is suspected that 

relatively small deflections vill be obtained from the rock specimen. 

The axial lengths of the pressure vessel and loading pistons vore 

selected to permit a maximum specimen deflection of about 25 per cent 

vhich should be more than adequate. The sections of piston entering 

the vessel were made long enough to provide a good guide for the 

moving parts and prevented cocking. 

Plates L]_, Lg end L3 may be considered as circular plates vhich 

are simply supported at the tie bolt circle end vhich have a uniformly 

distributed load over a circular area in their center. This is an 

idealization of the actual condition but if a large safety factor is 

used, it should permit calculations vhich are satisfactory. Extreme 

refinement of design is not required here. 

The maximum net central load on any of the plates vill be the 

product of the confining pressure and the piston area. If the 

differential load in compression tests were applied through the 

projection on plate Lg, the loading here could be considerably larger, 

but the apparatus sits on an auxiliary support during compression 

tests vhich contacts the lover end of the columns C and eliminates 
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this possibility. An approximate analysis of the thicfcness required 

on plate L3 should provide enough information for the design of all 

three plates. 

The central load an plate Lg is the product of the confining 

pressure and the piston area. The maximum pressure is 15,000 psi and 

the pistons have a diameter of 0.668 inches; therefore, the maximum 

load vill he 5>570 pounds. This load is uniformly distributed over 

a circle with a radius eqtual to that of the hose of the hydraulic 

Jack J. The radius of this circle is 0.813 inches. The diameter 

of the circle an which the tie holts are located is 2.50 inches. 

From Pen Hartog,^ the maximum bending stress on a simply supported 

circular plate with a uniform distributed load over a circular area 

in its center is given by 

S max. a - Lr^r.. 5* - (1 +>o) in a 
* g2 B 

where 3 max. ** maximum handing stress in psi 

P » maximum load » 5>5?0 pounds 

t « thickness of plate in inches 

a « radius of load circle » 0.813 Inches 

R « radius of support » 2,500 inches 

/A. =» Poisson's ratio » 0.3 for steel 

Mild steel vas selected as the logical material for the three 

plates. A yield strength of approximately 35,000 psi may he expected 

from this material. Dividing by a safety factor of 3*5 gives a 

working stress, 3 max. = 10,000 psi. Solving the above equation for 
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t2 and substituting the appropriate values gives 

i . <L.r.o^> 
4 

te ■ 0.665 t » 0.82 lashes 

A thickness of cos inch was chosen for all three of the plates* 

the design of the other load, carrying members was determined 

sore as a natter of proportion than of strength. The three yoke holts 

Y are always in tension and the maximum load on each of the holts is 

one third the product of the confining pressure and the area of piston 

?2» * relatively small tensile load. The three columns C carry either 

tension or compression depending on the type of test being run. The 

maximum load on each of the columns la one third the differential lord. 

This gives a maximum compressive load of 10,000 pounds on each column 

during compressive tests. The columns are relatively short, therefore, 

no difficulty should he experienced vith buckling during compression 

tests. As a matter of convenience all of these members were made one 

inch in diameter with a 3/4 inch BC thread an each end. The material 

used lias mild steel. 

Figure 11 Is a photograph of the test apparatus shoving the 

general external arrangement of the various components. Figure 12 

shows the apparatus in place between the platen and crosehead of the 

Baldwin testing machine. The equipment is arranged for a compression 

test. The testing machine platen is raised hydraulically while the 

crosehead remains fixed to apply a differential compressive load on 

the specimen. Hie hydraulic pump used to operate the Jack which 
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generates the confining pressure Is resting on the table of the testing 

machine control unit. 

Tensile tests are accomplished by lowering the lover crosshsad 

and attaching the apparatus to tensile grips fixed to the upper end 

lower crossheads. The upper crosshead is yoked to the platen so that 

when the platen is raised the apparatus is elongated between the fixed 

end movable crossheads resulting In a tensile load on the specimen 

within the apparatus. 

Instrumentation 

Three variables are to be measured during the strength tests an 

rock under confining pressure. These variable quantities are the 

confining pressure, the differential load on the specimen and the 

deflection of the specimen. With this Information it will be possible 

to plot stress-strain curves at known confining pressures for compari¬ 

son with those obtained at atmospheric pressure. 

Measurement of confining pressure. The confining presour© 

range to be investigated is low enough that elaborate means to measure 

pressure, such as used by investigators in the very high pressure 

range, are unnecessary. The hydrostatic pressure around the specimen 

is measured by a cccmercial Bourdon tube type pressure gage. The 

maximum scale reading on the gage la 15,000 pal. Major scale 

divisions occur every 1,500 psi and the smallest scale division la 200 

pel. The gage is screwed into a female pipe thread in the side of the 



pressure Teasel. The pipe thread does not go completely through the 

vail of the pressure vessel hut intersects a l/8 inch diameter hole 

vhich enters the test cavity. The support sleeve used for tensile 

tests is parted to allow the fluid in the cavity free access to the 

gags during tensile tests. 

It was suspected that the pipe thread used to connect the 

pressure gage to the vessel might he a source of leakage. Ho 

difficulty has been experienced with leakage at this point. If 

trouble develops at this point at slightly higher pressures, the 

connection may be improved. 

Measurement of differential load. Differential load is 

measured directly by the Baldwin testing machine. The large face diel( 

seen an the control unit of the machine In Figure 12 reads directly in 

pounds of load. Three ranges of tensile and compressive load are 

available on the machine. These ranges are 0 - 15,000 pounds, 0 - 

60,000 pounds and 0 - 300,000 pounds. Vernier controls are provided 

on the hydraulic loading system so that precise rates of loading are 

possible. The fact that the machine is direct reading makes it 

possible to conduct tests at uniform rates of loading and take 

accurate readings without delays for balancing. 

Measurement of specimen deflection. The deflection instrumen¬ 

tation. may be seen (julte veil in Figure 11. A dial indicator is fixed 

to the outer surface of the pressure vessel. The probe of the indica¬ 

tor rests on a steel bar rigidly attached to the upper piston which 
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applies the differential load on the specimen. As the specimen 

deflects, the piston moves relative to the vessel. The relative 

motion is read an the indicator dial. One complete revolution of the 

hand occurs for each 0*100 inch of travel of the prate. Major 

graduations are marked every 0.010 inch on the indicator face and the 

smallest graduation is 0.001 inch. 
✓ 

The method of deflection measurement does not give specimen 

deflection directly. The readings obtained during compression tests 

frcm the dial indicator include the deflection of the majority of 

the upper piston, the soft steel slugs on each end of the specimen, 

the loner specimen support and the pressure vessel itself. During 

tensile tests, the deflection of the sleeve restraining the lower 

specimen support and the access plug must he added to the deflection 

of the members listed above. A convenient method of correcting for 

this extraneous deflection will be discussed in the section on 

calibration 



ZHgEEttMEBT CALIBRATION ABD ACCURACY 

An understanding of the calibration tochnlq.ua employed and an 

evaluation of the accuracy to ho expected is necessary to properly 

interpret results of teats using the pressure equipment. The three 

measurements will he discussed separately. 

Confining Pressure 

Bo unusual precautions ere necessary in the measurement of 

confining pressure. The pressure gage used has a guaranteed accuracy 

of plus or minus l/Z per cent of full scale deflection which amounts 

to a possible error of plus or minus 75 pel. The gags was checked 

against a dead weight gsge tester at 5,000 psi, 7>5°0 psi end 10,000 

pel end found to he well within this permissible error. Zt is 

doubtful if pressure variations up to 5 per cant would have any serious 

effect on the results obtained, zt is suspected that scatter in 

results from other sources will be of greater importance than small 

confining pressure variations. Zt 1B desirable that the pressure remain 

constant during a given test. The seals employed end the yoked platen 

design have proved very satisfactory in this respect. Only minor 

variations have been noted end these may be easily corrected hy opera¬ 

tion of the hand pump controlling the extension of the hydraulic Jack. 

Differential Load 

The Baldwin test machine used for differential load measurements 



has an accuracy vithln 1 per cent of the Indicated load on any of 

the three scales. There are, hovover, complicating factors vhen the 

testing caching is used to apply differential load on a specimen in 

the pressure apparatus vhich have the net effect of reducing the over** 

all accuracy of load measurements. During compression tests, the 

veight of the apparatus parts supported by the upper platan must be 

added to the load read on the testing machine dial. This tare veight 

is 32 pounds. During tensile tests, the apparatus ie first suspended 

from the upper grip, therefore, the veight of the pressure vessel and 

the lover grip of the tensile machine places an initial tensile load 

an the specimen. The veight of these parts is 120 pounds. The tensile 

machine readings must be corrected for these fired loads. 

It is necessary to correct load readings to account for the 

friction farces exerted by the "0" ring packings on the pistons enter- 

hog the pressure vessel. The force needed to overcome this friction 

may be determined experimentally by assembling the apparatus so that 

the lover specimen support is free to move a mail distance before 

it is restrained. Ifiatil the support is restrained, no differential 

load can be placed on the specimen. The farce necessary to accomplish 

this movement has been found to average about 100 pounds. This force 

must be subtracted from the load indicated by the tensile machine, it 

is suspected that the friction force could vary over a small range and 

decrease the accuracy of load measurements. 
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Specimen Da flection 

Xt is nscaasary to find e method to correct readings of the 

dial Indicator vhlch reads gross deflection so that the effects of 

apparatus deflection may he eliminated, The deflection of the rock 

specimen Itself Is the desired measurement* 

A steel specimen of the same Shape as the rock specimen and 

of known Young's modulus la Inserted In the apparatus in place of 

the rock specimen. She confining pressure is raised to that at 

which rook specimens are to he tested and the information required 

to plot a curve of stress versus gross deflection is obtained by 

running a tensile or compressive test on the steel specimen. In 

conducting the test, the maximum differential stress on the speci¬ 

men is not allowed to exceed the yield stress of the steel specimen 

being tested* The information obtained from this test Is plotted 

with specimen stress as the ordinate and gross deflection as the 

abscissa. If a Una corresponding to the known stress-deflection 

curve of the steel sample In the elastic region Is placed on this 

curve sheet, the difference In deflection Indicated by the two, 

curves at a given specimen stress Is the extraneous apparatus 

deflection* A second curve may be prepared with specimen stress . 

plotted as a function of the difference In gross deflection and steel 

specimen deflection* This Is the deflection calibration curve* 

Figure 13 shows the compressive calibration curves obtained by 

the author. To obtain the actual deflection of a rock specimen at a 
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given stress, the appropriate deflection correction frcea the calibra¬ 

tion. corves is subtracted from tbs gross deflection read frcea the 

dial Indicator an the apparatus* 

Xt vill be noted that different calibration curves are plotted 

for compression tests under 10,000 psi confining pressure and atmos¬ 

pheric pressure. At atmospheric pressure the correction curve is 

nonlinear at the lover values of stress vhile at higher stress it 

parallels the correction curve obtained under pressure* She source 

of this nonlinearity is not completely understood* She possibility 

that the ends of the various members of the specimen loading assembly 

are not in perfect contact is the most logical explanation* If the 

ends of the pieces are not parallel and plane, a nonlinear stress- 

deflection relation vill be obtained until the differential load is 

large enough to insure complete contact* Humorous calibration checks 

have alvays resulted in this nonlinear relationship at atmospheric 

pressure. Under 10,000 psi confining pressure the specimen assembly 

is initially loaded to a value above the nonlinear portion of the 

calibration curve by the pressure acting an the free end of the 

specimen assembly. The maximum scatter in points on a given 

calibration run has not exceeded 5 per cent, a very reasonable value 

vhen the, small values of deflection vhicii must be measured and the 

accuracy of the dial indicator are considered* 

Tensile calibration curves, vhlch can only be taken under 

confining pressure vith the specimen arrangement vhlch is employed, 

have also shown a disturbing nonlinear relationship* The tensile 



calibration curve obtained by the author Is shown In Figure lh. She 

curve Is used In the ssiae manner as the compressive calibration curve. 

The explanation of the nonlinear behavior is not known. The explana¬ 

tion advanced for the behavior of the compressive calibration curve 

at atmospheric pressure is not applicable here since the specimen Is 

Initially under pressure. The tensile calibration curve does not 

repeat as veil as the compressive calibration curve but the same 

trend has been obtained from the results of several tests* The limits 

of the scatter band obtained in tensile calibration teste is shown In 
** . ‘ _ <v 

Figure 14. 



SPECIMEN PKEEABATIGH 

Source 

The raw stock far machining the rock specimens may he obtained 

from two major sources. A very limited number of types of samples 

stay he obtained ikon quarries where rock is mined far various pur¬ 

poses. The rock available from this source is confined to a few 

types since mining operations do not penetrate very deep into the 

earth end only certain kinds of rock have en economic value which 

Justifies quarry operations. The most important source of raw stock 

is cores recovered from oil well drilling operations. It is common 

practice for a drilling contractor to tabs long cores while in the 

process of drilling an exploratory well so that the geology of the 

rock formations being drilled may be studied. Cores of all types of 

rock which it might be desirable to study are available from this 

source. 

SQXQ&li&A 

The cores available from drilling operations are usually three 

to six inches in diameter and range from a few inches to several feet 

in length. The size of the stock makes it possible to obtain several 

specimens i/2 inch in diameter and one inch long from a given core. 

The cores ore large enough that it is usually possible to choose a 

particular orientation of the specimen with respect to the care if 

the structure of the rock suggests that it might be aeolotropic. 

Considerable care may be necessary in the choice of specimen 
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orientation if consistent restate are to be obtained from a given rock. 

Specimen Machining 

The rock specimens which have been used to date have been pre¬ 

pared in two distinct steps. A core drill which cuts a one inch 

diameter core has been used in a drill press to obtain a rough 

specimen slightly laager than the finished piece. The core drill itself 

is quite simple. It consists of a piece of steel tubing of the required 

inside diameter which has radial serrations or teeth on one end to 

provide a cutting edge similar to a hole saw. This is a satisfactory 

core drill for obtaining rough specimens from soft rock. It would not 

be at ell suitable far cutting very hard rock or for maintaining 

accurate dimensions or good finish on the surface of the specimen. 

The rough specimen obtained by core drilling as described above 

is ground to final shape. The one inch diameter is reduced to l/2 inch 

by a number of passes through a centerless grinder. The grinding 

operation gives accurate specimen diameter and satisfactory surface 

finish. The ends of the specimen ere ground to give the correct length 

and required finish after the outside diameter has been finished. 

Two major difficulties have arisen in specimen preparation. The 

relatively soft rock which has been used in preliminary test work tends 

to chip off an the corners resulting in an unsatisfactory end face. It 

is possible that herder rock might be easier to prepare in this respect. 

The most serious disadvantage has been the cost of specimen preparation. 
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Zt has not been difficult to obtain the rough cores hut ths amount of 

stock vhich must he removed by grinding is excessive* The stock 

allowance could be reduced somewhat but there must be a considerable 

allowance made because of the rough shape vhich is obtained from the 

simple core drill. During the centerless grinding operation, a number 

of pieces have cocked between the grinding wheels and have broken after 

considerable time has been spent on them* Specimen cost vas increased 

considerably by this breakage. Before undertaking the preparation of 

a large number of specimens a better system of preparation should be 

devised. 

A small diamond cars drill should be a better method of obtain¬ 

ing the samples. It should he possible to care the specimen to exact 

diameter and obtain satisfactory surface finish. Experience in cutting 

larger cores indicates that if the coring is dene carefully with a good 

tool that excellent dimensional control and finish are possible. Core 

drills of the size necessary are available and should simplify specimen 

preparation. The specimen could be cut to length vith a diamond wheel 

and ground on the end faces to Insure that the ends are parallel to 

each other. The problem of breakage during machining should be reduced 

considerably by use of this method. 



RESULTS OF TESTS ON BOOK 

A very limited number of strength tests have been conducted an 

rock using the apparatus designed by the author. Those tests have been 

performed primarily to check the operation of the equipment and to 

perfect operating technique. Although the results are far too 

incomplete to permit any conclusions to bo drawn an the general 

behavior of rook under pressure, they are of some interest. The 

results show that a substantial change in the physical properties of 

certain rocks may occur at a relatively low confining pressure. 

Results of Compressive Testa 

Specimens Of Carthage marble were tested in compression at 

atmospheric pressure and at a confining pressure of 10,000 psi. In 

these tests the specimens were Jacketed to prevent fluid from reaching 

the rock. The results of two of these tests are shewn in Figure 15- 

In Figuro 15 differential stress on the specimen is plotted as a 

function of specimen strain. 

The compressive stress-strain curve obtained on the marble 

sample tested at atmospheric pressure indicates that the specimen 

behaved like a brittle material. The specimen failed quite abruptly 

at a stress of 15,300 psi. There was no apparent yield point before 

failure. The strain at failure was only 0.8 per cent, a very small 

decrease in length. The ultimate strength of the Carthage marble 

specimen indicated by this test compares favorably with the figure 

of 13,000 pal obtained by Griggs in his compressive tests on 
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unjactetod samples of Yule marble at atmospheric pressure. She two 

materials are not the easts but it is suspected that they are quite 

similar. 

The stress-strain curve obtained an a specimen from the same 

piece of marble when subjected to differential compressive load at 

10,000 psi confining pressure vas radically different. Failure 

occurred at a stress of 40,400 psi. Comparison of this figure with 

that obtained at atmospheric pressure indicates that the compressive 

strength of the marble increased 864 per cent. Examination of the 

curve of Figure 15 shows that under this confining pressure the marble 

has a definite yield point and above the yield point the material 

shows the property of work hardening. The deflection at failure vas 

0.035 inches, an increase of 1350 per cent over the deflection at 

atmospheric pressure. The normally brittle marble has acquired 

ductile properties. 

A photograph of the marble specimen tested at atmospheric 

pressure Is shown in Figure 16. The rock sample suffered a major 

shear failure at on angle of approximately 86 degrees to the 

differential load axis. This angle checks quite veil with the 27 

degree angle of failure determined, by von Barman in his work on 

marble cylinders under the same conditions. In the present investi¬ 

gation no attempt vas made to determine the failure angle with great 

accuracy. Measurement of this angle is complicated by the irregular 

shape of the fracture face which results from the existence of small 

areas of tensile failure produced by the wedge effect of the sheer 
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surfaces* 

Figure 17 is a photograph of the cexpressive failure obtained 

at 10,000 pal confining pressure* The specimen ends axe still covered 

by the thin lnrass sleeves vhich align the specimen vith the load 

pistons and protect its ends. Although the specimen is still in one 

piece it has failed for all practical purposes. Vhaa the specimen 

reached this condition the deflection continued to increase even though 

the load decreased. It was impossible to increase the load to a value 

previously supported even though the rate of loading vaa increased 

considerably. The surface of the specimen exhibits a network of shear 

planes. Measurement of the angle of these shear planes indicated an 

average angle of approximately kO degrees to the load axis. Ton Barman 

obtained a shear plane angle of 38°30* for marble samples at tha same 

confining pressure. 

Be suit of Tensile Teat 

Only one tensile test on rock has been attempted. A jacketed 

specimen of Carthage marble vaa tested in tension at a confining 

pressure of 10,000 psi. The stress-strain curve obtained from this 

test is shown in Figure 18. The specimen fractured vith a clean 

tensile break at a differential tensile stress of approximately 18,000 

psi. The tensile strength of this materiel at atmospheric pressure is 

not known since the equipment will permit tensile teats to be conducted 

only under pressure. It is suspected that the tensile strength would 

be considerably lower at atmospheric pressure. The confining pressure 
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is evidently in a transition range far the rook from brittle to ductile 

behavior. She stress-strain curve shoes a definite yield point but the 

region of plastio defamation la small end there is no evidence of work 

hardening. There was no indication of necking down of the specimen In 

the vicinity of the failure as would be expected on a tensile failure 

in a ductile material. 



C0HCLU3I0HS 

1. The strength of rock Increases under the Influence of hi# confin¬ 

ing pressure* The rock at the bottom of a deep bore hole, such as 

In an oil veil during rotary drilling operations, Is subjected to 

approximately hydrostatic pressure and differential load. 

2. Equipment has been designed and constructed vhlch permits rock to 

be tested in tension and compression under confining pressure 

simulating that vhlch occurs In an oil veil bare hale. 

3* Preliminary tests on rock samples from oil veil cores have been 

made using the above apparatus. She apparatus has performed 

satisfactorily during these tests. 

h. The results of a small number of tests on rock have shown good 

agreement vlth the findings of previous Investigators. Com¬ 

pressive tests on Carthage marble at 10,000 psl confining pressure 

indicate that the nmterlal becomes ductile under confining 

pressure and Is considerably stronger than at atmospheric pressure. 

A tensile test under the same pressure has shown some Indication 

of ductile behavior. 

5* The results of this Investigation have Indicated that additional 

strength tests on rock using the apparatus should aid in the 

dealga of rock drilling tools vlth Improved performance under 

field operating conditions. Additional Information of the type 

obtained from this Investigation may permit improvement of 

drilling techniques. 
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FIGURE 2 

HUGHES 9 INCH TYPE OWS TRICONE ROCK BIT 



FIGURE 3 

SCHEMATIC SKETCH OF THE STRESS CONDITIONS ON 
THE WALL AND BOTTOM OF A DEEP BORE HOLE 
FILLED WITH FLUID. 



FIGURE 4 
SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF ADAMS' APPARATUS FOR MEAS¬ 
URING STRENGTH OF ROCKS UNDER HIGH CONFINING PRES¬ 
SURE: (A) BEFORE DEFORMATION, (B) AFTER DEFORMATION. 
ARROWS INDICATE DIRECTION OF APPLICATION OF PRESSURE. 
(AFTER ADAMS, I90l) 



FIGURE 5 
SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF HIGH-PRESSURE APPARATUS 
USED BY GRIGGS IN HIS EARLY EXPERIMENTS. 
(AFTER GRIGGS, 1936) 
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FIGURE 6 
STRESS-STRAIN DIAGRAMS OF YULE MARBLE TESTED IN COMPRESSION WITH 
CONFINING PRESSURES FROM I TO 10,000 ATMOSPHERES. EACH CURVE REPRE¬ 
SENTS A COMPLETE EXPERIMENT ON AN INDIVIDUAL SPECIMEN. (AFTER 
GRIGGS , 1936) 
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FIGURE 7 
ULTIMATE STRENGTH AS A FUNCTION OF CONFINING PRESSURE IN ATMOS¬ 
PHERES. (AFTER GRIGGS , 1936) 
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FIGURE 0 
STRESS STRAIN CURVES OF YULE MARBLE TESTED IN TENSION AND COM¬ 

PRESSION AT 10,000 ATMOSPHERES CONFINING PRESSURE (AFTER GRIGGS 

AND MILLER , 1951) 

FIGURE 9 
STRESS STRAIN CURVES OF VARIOUS MATERIALS TESTED IN TENSION. 
THE CONFINING PRESSURE IS NOTED ADJACENT TO EACH CURVE (AFTER 

HANDIN, 1953) 





FIGURE II 

APPARATUS FOR CONDUCTING STRENGTH TESTS ON ROCK 

UNDER HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE. 



FIGURE 12 
STRENGTH TEST APPARATUS IN PLACE IN BALDWIN TENSILE 

TESTING MACHINE. EQUIPMENT IS ARRANGED FOR COMPRESSIVE 

TESTS. 
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FIGURE 13 

DEFLECTION CALIBRATION CURVES FOR 
COMPRESSIVE TESTS. 
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FIGURE 14 
)EFLECTION CALIBRATION CURVE FOR 
rENSILE TESTS AT 10,000 PSI CONFINING 
>RESSURE 
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FIGURE 15 
STRESS - STRAIN DIAGRAMS OF CARTHAGE 
MARBLE TESTED IN COMPRESSION AT TWO 
CONFINING PRESSURES 



FIGURE 16 

CARTHAGE MARBLE SPECIMEN AFTER COMPRESSIVE TEST AT 

ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE. 



FIGURE 17 
CARTHAGE MARBLE SPECIMEN AFTER COMPRESSIVE TEST AT 

10,000 PSI CONFINING PRESSURE. THE BRASS SLEEVES WHICH 

COVER THE ENDS OF THE SPECIMEN AND LOAD PISTONS ARE 

STILL IN PLACE. 
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FIGURE IQ 

STRESS-STRAIN DIAGRAM OF CARTHAGE 
MARBLE TESTED IN TENSION AT 10,000 RS.I. 
CONFINING PRESSURE 


